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Sahirah

Sahirah is a player character played by Syaoran.

Sahirah
Species: Mimic Computer
Gender: identifies as female

Born: YE35
Organization:
Occupation:

Rank:
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

ISC Roc1.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'5“
Mass: 150lbs
Measurements: 34-24-36
Bra Size: 32B

Build and Skin Color: Like most Mimicoms Sahirah appears to be in shape without much excess body
fat or muscle, she retains a womanly appearance as well, with a pear shape figure. Her skin is nearly
white, with just a hint of color to it, a true ivory1).

Eyes and Facial Features: Despite her complexion Sahirah has facial features that would commonly be
associated with modern day Egyptian heritage. A diamond shaped face, high cheek bones and almond
shaped light brown eyes.

Ears: Her ears are standard human ears.

Hair Color and Style: Here hair much like her skin is an unnatural color. The majority of it is a taupe
color2) with rose quartz3)highlights. The hair is kept in a shoulder length bob cut with thick arched bangs.
When she's working she puts her hair into a bun or pony tail.

Distinguishing Features:Not only does she have an unnatural skin and hair color, she also has a silver
and blue bangle on her left wrist.
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality:Sahirah is energetic and confident and takes cleanliness very seriously. She doesn't hold
her tongue either,very often times saying what she means even if it's not the nicest things. Thankfully
she is a fairly nice person, but she has verbally torn into employers in the past.

Likes: Cleaning, moving around, discovering new things
Dislikes:dirty unkept things, she retains a slight distrust of large corporations due to her previous
esperience.
Goals: Curently to clean somewhere very important

History

Family (or Creators)

Created by Origin Industries

Pre-RP

Sahirah was a special order Mimicom part of a batch order for an affluent man to be maids at his
mansion. He was suspected of being a member of the On'nin Ikemen - 隠人イケ面 however, and a special
droid modified by the Yamatai National Police was placed in the batch. Over the course of a month, the
droid, as his attendant recorded enough incriminating evidence for the police to take the owner away.
However this meant that there were 20 some Mimicons freshly ordered with appearances that stood out
quite a bit thanks to the man's taste.

the YNP decided that since the Mimicons were designed for house keeping anyway that they would be be
put on the Police auction and allowed to continue about their lives as normal. Sahirah was sold to
corporate office as a janitor essentially. But she did not spend very long there, one of the other janitors
who worked there was very friendly and took time to converse with Sahirah every shift they had
together. Before long this resulted in Sahirah becoming sentient, much to the displeasure of the company
owners. The Janitor was fired because they now had to pay Sahirah a wage. When she discovered this
she told the owners off and then quick the company as well saying that she was going to be something
bigger than this.

Sahirah did not know much more in life than cleaning, so she decided she would go on to clean greater
things in her life, and moved to becoming a freelance Janitor. With her composition the way it was, she
could take advantage of her near power armor like performance to clean faster and in ways others
couldn't, soon gaining a reputation for her speed and efficiency.
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Skills

Communication

Sahirah speaks both Yamataigo and Trade fluently. Though she does not know any other languages, if
she is connected to a network she can download language packs that are available to learn a new
language.

Domestics

Having originally been programmed as a maid, Sahirah can cook, clean and even baby sit. However she
tends to take these jobs seriously, especially cleaning which she often does very dynamically and
energetically. She has even been known to take air quality samples to determine how clean a place is.

Repair and Maintenance

Sahirah has a basic understanding of technology and crafts, she can perform standard household repairs
to electrical and mechanical equipment, even plumbing. She also has a knowledge of her own systems
and can repair herself if need be. Of course it still has to be physically possible for her to repair the
location, she can't fix her right hand if she doesn't have a left hand anymore.

Physical

Being made from a power armor grade material, Sahirah has strength and athleticism far beyond many
organics, and a virtually limitless supply of stamina. She also comes with several sensors more sensitive
than organics, and is able to tell things like minute temperature changes as well as decide just to block
out pain.

While originally for use with a heavy duty vaccum, Sahirah does have the ability to mount and operate
almost any back accessory of the Impulse Powered Armor, provided it is not military restricted. Also she
has a hidden storage compartment in each of her thighs.

Construction

Component Name Effect
Skeleton Durandium 2SP
'Muscles' Basic Nanomuscle OI-M2-N3100 1500lbs support
Computer X-type Quantum Computer N/A

AI modified Consort AI N/A
Power Supply HONEY BURST 4) N/A
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Accessories

Volumetric Array
Modified tongue that can measure air composition in parts per billion
Thigh storage compartments
Impulse Powered Armor style back mouting ports

Technology Operation

Being essentially a living terminal, Sahirah has access to all basic computer functions at all times, and if
she has access to a network she has a near limitless supply of information she can draw from in mere
seconds. Sahirah has communicator functions and can send messages to devices directly, or through a
network. She also has the ability to interface directly with devices using her bangle and can interact
directly with the systems at a much faster speed than standard beings would.

Though it is possible to use Sahirah herself as a computer, she does not often appreciate this and will
only allow it when there are no other available machines or it's a person she really trust. She is more
than willing to look up things for others though.

Entertainment

As a maid Sahirah was programmed to provide entertainment for her master and since there were many
maids in the batch there were many different talents used each one getting their own so that they would
not bore the master. Sahirah herself is very proficient in magic tricks. The sleight of hand and
misdirection used in such tricks comes in handy in other places as well, like storing her personal broom
without flashing her undergarments to the world.

Fighting

Sahirah was programmed with very basic self-defense and 'VIP'-defense knowledge so that she could
protect her master. She has never found a need to improve this knowledge after becoming sentient
however. But she retains the ability operate basic weaponry and 'brawl' efficiently.

Inventory

Sahirah has the following items:

Clothes

French Maid Outfit
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set of undergarments
apparel_array

Gear

5 cans Mimicom skin repair material
liter water bottle

Weapon

Mop5)

ODM Compact 10mm Pistol6)

2 5rd Magazines
30 10 x 25 mm Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Finances

Sahirah is currently a in the .

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2540 KS -460 KS starting equip

Adoption

This character is NOT up for Adoption

Character Data
Character Name Sahirah
Character Owner Syaoran

1)

skin #FFFFF0
2)

#483C32
3)

#AA98A9
4)

Mimicom edition refuels with 4 liters of water
5)

kept in right thigh
6)

kept in left thigh
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